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Abstract
The emerging trend of social media has influenced the users to explore the advantages of social media and simultaneously 
transform the landscape of learning experience. Nowadays, the internet is a vital source in the educational world that the students 
are encouraged to use it. Thus, they are creative in exploring the advantage of the internet and it is helpful in developing their 
social media skills. Furthermore, industries are hunting those who have these skills to work with them but most of the employers 
are not satisfied with the quality of current graduate that it affects the unemployment among graduates. The research purposes are 
to investigate the current consumptions trend of social media among graduates, identify their dependency level, determine the
effect of social media and define social media intelligence quotient among them. In addition, the focus group was conducted to 
identify social media quotient among graduates. Therefore, this research found the graduates are literate with social media usage 
and those who have online business exposed them to have good business skill.
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1. Introduction
The internet and social media use were inseparable because most of the internet user will use social media as their 
main activity in online space. Interactive Advertising Bureau (IAB) Singapore , (2015) has listed mobile activities by 
___________
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Malaysian which 33% of mobile internet users have used it for social media applications, 28% to watch videos, 
24% to play the games, 22% for mobile location and 27% for mobile banking. As reported by IAB (2015) about 
“Digital in Malaysia”, from 30.5 million total population, 20.1 million are active internet users and 16.8 million are 
active in social media account. Its indicates the growth of active internet users compared to 2014 which it increases 
5% and increase 8% of the number of users that active in social media account. On the other hand, average daily use 
of the internet via PC or tablets is 5 hour and 4 minutes, via mobile phones is 3 hour and 39 minutes. Then, time 
spent with social media via any devices is 3 hour and 27 minutes. Mobile activities by Malaysian encompassed 33% 
of internet mobile users have used it to social media applications, 28% to watch videos, 24% to play the games, 22% 
for mobile location and 27% for mobile banking. It reveals that Malaysian utilizes the internet functions in a smart 
way for their own benefits. 
2. Problem Statement
Apart from that, employers have low expectation for young graduates to enter their organization because they 
have limited skills and expertise. Nevertheless, technology is assumed as the best strategy to staying competitive in 
the global market. Thus, if they possess technical and other generic skills, it will become the platform to be 
employed (Kaur & Singh, 2008). As stated by Grovo Report (2014), the graduates have some digital skills in 
different levels which it allows digital learning in education and exposes graduates to gain the digital skillset. It is 
quite challenging for industry because most of graduates have lack of preparation to join the company and require a 
lot of training in digital skills. The issue arises when employability among graduates is low and most of the 
employers need high skills workers in digital area. Hence, the researchers are interested to investigate social media 
dependency among graduates and determine social media intelligence among them.
                  
3. Focus Group Session with Graduates
Focus group is one of the useful methods in collecting the data which it will be applied in qualitative research. 
Thus, for this research, the researcher has conducted two session of focus group by choosing the students from 
universities and colleges which it was divided into two groups. The discussion session was held at Meeting Room of 
Faculty of Business Management in UiTM Shah Alam on 28th February 2015 at 10.00 a.m until 12 p.m and 2.00 
p.m until 4.00 p.m. Group 1 is formed for those who have online business and Group 2 comprises the student who 
does not have online business. There are nine panels involved for each groups and the objective for the focus group 
session are to explore the trends and insights on the consumptions of social media among future graduates, to 
identify the level of social media dependency among graduates, to investigate the perceived impact of social media 
on graduates and to determine the social media intelligence among graduates. The moderator of the prepared the 
structured questions by arranging the flow from general question about social media and narrows the scope of social 
media to social media intelligence.
4. Finding
The purpose of the discussion is to understand the panels’ experiences with social media usage which they are 
allowed to share their opinion and knowledge regarding the topic discussed in honest from the heart. Hence, the 
discussion has been started with the stage of identifying the usage pattern of social media in general. All of the 
panels for both groups are understand about social media as a space of connection and network and all of them are 
social media users. Then, all of the panels from Group 1 are surfing social media more than 30 times per day 
compared to Group 2 which only 1 out of 9 surfing social media more than 30 times per day. Group 1 has ranked 
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Facebook, Instagram, WhatsApps and Youtube as their top activities in social media while Group 2 has ranked 
Instagram, WhatApps, Facebook and Youtube as their favorite activities in social media. 
Meanwhile, Group 1 has utilized social media because of to broaden their business network, trend, searching the 
new products and building their brand in online space. Group 2 has been motivated to use social media because of 
connection with friends and family, trend, online shopping, searching information, and job seeking. The main benefit 
of using social media for Group 1 is fast and convenience for them in managing their online business while for 
Group 2 they are agreed social media make them stay connected and increase their knowledge. In order to know the 
level of social media dependency among them, the moderator portrays them with few scenarios which for Group 1, 
all of them cannot live without social media which they will feel like they are missing something important in their 
life. However, if it happens, they will do something that can make them forget about it like reading the novel and 
watching the movie. Most of them can live without social media maximum not more than 6 hours but only 1 from 9 
can live without it maximum in two weeks. This is different with Group 2 which 4 from 9 panels will feel stress 
without accessing to social media in a day because they want to update their current activities and connect with their 
friends and family. 
Based on the discussion, the moderator has explored the positive changes of lifestyle, behavior and personality 
before and after using the social media. Group 1 noticed they have perceived a lot of positive changes when using 
social media such as increase their knowledge, enhance self -motivation, found the mentor of business to guide them 
and enlarge their contact network. This is because all of the panels have been involved with business which it 
enables them to know many people such as customers, suppliers and experts. Apart from that, Group 2 also agreed 
they have noticed positive changes after they are using social media for instance it opens employment opportunity 
for them, increase knowledge, wider network contact, entertainment and material for assignments. It looks different 
with Group 1 due they do not have another commitment like Group 1. 
Apart from that, the moderator has conducted personality game for both groups which they need to choose which 
favorite animal they will relate to themselves when they are using social media which it includes dolphin, elephant, 
tiger, frog, horse, panda, bird, turtle, spider and lion. For Group 1, 2 of them choose tiger, 2 for lion, 2 for panda, 1 
for bird, 1 for horse and 1 for dolphin. Group 2 indicates the panels has choosing the different animals for each other 
too which 3 of them are selecting panda, 2 for bird, 2 for horse, 1 for lion and 1 for spider. The inside meaning of 
their personality when they are using social media are different which for those who are choosing panda, they are 
gentle and creative soul, unique and own artistic dimension. Then, for those that are choosing bird, it indicates they 
are optimistic and love to learn, love to move and willing to take the risks. Tiger is like a pioneer in what they do, 
aggressive, brave and love to be direct for whatever they do and lion tend to be like a spotlight everywhere they go, 
dramatic, high goals and know how to achieve what they want. Apart from that, horse means restless, cheerful, 
friendly, love freedom and adventurous while dolphin is attracted with beautiful and pleasurable things, good taste,
highly intelligence and sociable. For those who are relating themselves with spider, they are practical person in life 
and mystery for others. Thus, based on the personality games, it reveals all of the panels have utilized the social 
media more purposeful and it builds their personality to become better person in developing their skills and abilities.
On the other hand, stage 3 of discussion is to unearthing dimensions for social media intelligence quotient. For 
Group 1, the moderator directly  focus on their online business activity which most of them are selling apparels 
product like jersey, shawl, dress and shirts while 1 of them selling health and beauty product, 1 involving with 
printing services, 1  is having a business in photo and graphic design and only 1 focusing on furniture. Nevertheless, 
only 1 of them comes from Degree of Business Management which the rest do not have any business knowledge 
before starting their business instead of online business too. Besides that, they are motivated to join online business 
because of their interest, influence from family, friend and experts, entrepreneurship courses and governments’ 
grant. All of them have used Facebook and Instagram as social media platform for online business while only 2 used 
blogs, 3 of them used website, 1 using Twitter, 2 for Google Plus and only 1 person used Pinterest. 
Despite to explore their level of intelligence in social media, several social media has been chosen to know how 
they use social media in their business such as Facebook, Instagram, Youtube and Google Plus. All of the panels 
have their own business page on Facebook and sell their products by using their business page. 5 of them have 
advertised their business page by using Facebook Ads which they used this service to approach their target 
customers, promote page, and enlarge their business opportunity to potential customers. One of the panels said he 
has few business pages on one Facebook account to create different online identity because the online seller does not 
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need to show their full identity and it helps them to attract wider scope of customers to buy their products. Apart 
from that, in order to attract a large group of followers on facebook page, they have applied several strategies such as 
personally post the business page in comment’s space, link their facebook page on their blog and web site, provide 
discount for those promoting and following their page. Besides that, to attract a lot of followers, they will update 
different post on their wall such as new product, motivation quotes, news sharing. Indeed, they will post their 
facebook name every day to pop up their page in Google Search. For instance, they will use attractive keyword such 
as “cheap T shirt” or “T shirt Murah” and ask the followers to spread it by typing that keyword in the comment 
space. This is helpful for the online sellers to ensure their page will appear in the first page of Google Search. The 
panels will monitor page’s performance by using Facebook Analytical which they can review their post engagement 
and review the statistics of followers that view their pages. 
Meanwhile, Instagram also become a good medium in promoting their product. All of them agreed the power of 
hashtag can boost their online shop because most of the Instagram users will use hashtag to search the product. Then, 
they also applied swap review strategy to attract their potential customers. For instance, the panels will use free 
review or paid review by choosing famous Instagram icons and celebrities. Besides that, they also provide contest 
for their followers to promote their product and page which it will attract the Instagram users to repost their post and 
spread to others around the world. Apart from that, the panels also have conducted product special photo shoot to 
enhance the attraction of the picture to the audiences and they will put watermark to protect their products’ 
copyright. Furthermore, 3 panels have their business channel on Youtube which one of the panel said he will records 
the montage and shows his customer expression after receive his product and service. He also used Google Adword 
to ensure the video will pop up in Google page. In order to promote their product, they also use Wechat and attract 
their potential buyers through “Look Around” button and auto send simple message for Wechat’s users. Google Plus 
is a famous application in social media but only one of the panels is active user for this medium. He knows how to 
use Google Hangout, Google My Business and Google My Business Location to search his potential clients because 
he sold furniture product and targeted to the companies. Linked In also helpful to seek larger business opportunities 
and all of the panels are agreed but only one of them applied it in his business. Meanwhile, Flickr and Pinterest help 
them to create customer engagement and build awareness based on the photo sharing. 
All of the panels are agreed social media are very helpful for their business which it helps them to develop certain 
skills like communication, technical, business, writing, market research and decision making. Instead of it helps 
them to increase their incomes, it is also useful for them to engage with the customers, increase brand rank and low 
capital needed. Furthermore, they feel more confident and creative when having social media skills in their life. 
Thus, all of them agreed to be succeed in the career, graduates must possess business knowledge and literate with 
social media usage. They spend time about 70% on social media for business purpose and 30% for personal use. 
Hence, most of the panels said they still need to be employed after they are graduated to gain work experience but 
they still will run their business as their side income. However, one of the panel explained he will focus on his 
business 100% after he is graduated due to it is more flexible and contribute high income for him because he 
managed to avoid from apply any educational loan to support his study and depend 100% on his business income to 
survive. 
Nevertheless, in Group 2, 5 of the panels agreed their primary activities on social media are for academic purpose 
and half of them are using it for networking and entertainment. They have used social media for academic such as 
for class group, forum and discussion, virtual class and faculty announcement. Facebook, Google Plus, Dropbox, 
Blogs, Email, Wikipedia, Scribd and Youtube are their main medium when using social media for academic and 
they were motivated to use it because of convenience, reliable, accessible and lot of resource. Basically, they always
search about news, product information, and entertainment. Thus, all the panels said they will read the comments 
part to get accurate information from any social media. All of the panels have utilized Facebook for their study 
because they can enlarge their friend zone all around the world and share knowledge among them. They also use it 
for study group, information sharing and enhance knowledge. They create their classroom group in Facebook and 
use it to make class announcement, share assignment and compile assignment. All of the panels did not familiar on 
how to use Facebook page. In addition, they have utilized Instagram for their personal life and follow motivation 
pages, Intagram Shop, Islamic page, diet page and celebrity to enhance their knowledge. 3 panels are active Google 
Plus users which they are familiar with Google Circle and Hangouts for entertainment and academic. Meanwhile, all 
the panels agreed Youtube also helpful for their academic because it will shows from step to step especially for 
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tutorial. 2 of the panels have experience in uploading their video on Youtube for academic purpose because they are 
required to upload their project paper like forum and drama. 
On the other hand, all the panels agreed social media make them more valuable because expose them with several 
skills especially for communication and technical skill. However, all of them agreed they have used social media 
only 50% for academic purpose and 2 of the panels did not agree those who are having online business to continue 
the business during study because it will disturb their time as the student.
5. Discussion and Conclusion
This research indicates that social media has affecting graduates to have digital skills especially for those who are 
highly dependence on it. Online Business owner are more aggressive in using social media which they become more 
independent to survive because they need to manage their business while studying. In addition, they also more 
literate with social media usage and know how to develop their network because they always deal with a lot of 
customers and suppliers. Thus, they are more confident in life and attractive to be employed by employers after they 
are graduated. Meanwhile, those who did not involve in online business also literate with social media especially in 
gaining information because they are highly dependence with social media to seek the information and expose them 
with a lot of information. 
Besides that, this research also proves the graduates that have business skills and social media skills will not too 
dependence on job opportunity because they already have their own income to survive instead of they are more 
creative in developing their skills. Therefore, this is important for universities to support the graduates to learn about 
these skills in order to enhance their marketability in the job market. Nevertheless, previous study have found a lot of 
negative effect when the users are highly dependence with internet and social media, but this research found social 
media dependency can help the graduates to possess various digital skills because they are matured and know how to 
prioritize their online activity. Therefore, this research reveals business intelligence can be integrated with social 
media literacy to produce Social Media Intelligence Quotient because most of the companies are hunting those who 
have digital skills to work with them. Hence, this is a good opportunity for our graduates to explore social media 
usages and learn about it to ensure they have high potential to be employed.
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